
Why is it that people find leadership to be so complex today? The answer is likely a perfect 

storm of elements — from enduring a pandemic to polarized parent opinions to racial tensions to 

the outrage against leaders on social media. It’s enough to drive someone into early retirement. 

And that’s what some have chosen. According to NASSP data, 42 percent of principals want to 

leave their position. Last year, Fortune magazine featured an article called “The Great CEO 

Exodus of 2020.” During the first quarter of last year: 

• The CEO of Disney resigned. 

• The CEO of Lockheed Martin resigned. 

• The CEO of Hulu resigned. 

• The CEO of Nestle resigned. 

• The CEO of IBM resigned. 

• The CEO of MasterCard resigned. 

• The CEO of LinkedIn resigned. 

• The CEO of Volkswagen resigned. 

• The CEO of Uber Eats resigned. 

• The CEO of T-Mobile resigned. 

• The CEO of MGM resigned. 

• The CEO of Harley Davidson resigned. 

To be clear, some of these leaders had planned to retire before COVID-19 surfaced around 

the world. At the same time, many chose an early resignation because the hassle just “wasn’t 

worth it anymore.” This is certainly true for educators. 

Former principal Peter Dewitt says, “School leadership is not easy, and many of those who 

take the position have not necessarily had the professional learning and development to be 

successful. They are often handed the keys to the building, after they successfully interview for 

the position, and are then left to their own devices.” 

This past year, however, we’ve experienced a new reason for feeling burnout. 

Have you heard of this term—compassion fatigue? It is the cost of caring; the secondhand 

trauma developed from caring for a person who has experienced trauma for an extended period 

of time. Last school year, principals felt the strain of their teachers, and teachers felt the strain of 

their students. By the spring semester, millions felt they were at the end of their rope. In some 

school districts, the number was almost half with 49.6 percent of education workers resigning 

due to stress. According to Shayla Ewing, “The cost (of compassion fatigue) looks different for 

everyone, including experiencing extreme exhaustion, sleep disorders, increased anxiety, and 

self-isolation in some of the more serious cases.” 

The trouble with compassion fatigue is educators know that compassion or empathy is part of 

their jobs. All good leaders manage others with compassion. But everyone has a “compassion 

capacity.” When we expand ourselves past our limit, we not only lose our ability to genuinely 

show empathy, but we can also morph into a frustrated or impatient person. Our problem is we 

are so busy making sure others are fed we forget to eat and starve ourselves. 

This article is written by Dr. Tim Elmore, CEO and founder of Growing Leaders, an 

international non-profit organization created to develop leadership and life skills in the emerging 

generations. 

Kansas State University is committed to making its services, activities and programs 

accessible to all participants. If you have special requirements due to a physical, vision, or 

hearing disability, contact Twin Creeks Extension District, Norton office, 785-877-5755. 

 Kansas State University Agricultural Experiment Station and Cooperative Extension 

Service. K-State Research and Extension is an equal opportunity provider and employer. 
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